Assignment 3A: VALUE

Process:
 Students are to create “UNIT FORM” with 5 levels of grayscale and arrange the unit form on the grid organization of 8”x 8” picture plane.

*3 sizes of unit form (2”x 2”, 1”x 1”, 0.5”x 0.5”) are required to use on composition (there is no limited number of unit forms to be used).

*The greyscale must be created by poster color paint only.

*The modification of the unit forms such as rotation, mirroring, flipping are recommended to create your artwork.

Objective:

- Practice analytical analysis skill
- Understanding the Design/Visual/Architectural languages
- Practice craftsmanship skill

Given

- 8”x 8” white100lbs paper
- Black / White Poster Color

Schedule:

Issue: Friday 19/09/2018
Submit: Friday 19/09/2018 (4:30 PM)

Evaluation

1. Ability to express and communicate by using visual graphic
2. Craftsmanship (orderly and clean)
3. Punctuation of time
Assignment 3B: VALUE

**Process:**

Construct 3-dimensional artwork based on the previous design (Assignment 3A).

Set up heights of each black, white, and grays (the total of 5 different heights) and apply the rule of height throughout your work by extruding or triangulating the unit forms into 3-dimensional forms.

*3-D work must use be constructed by white paper only.

**Objective:**

- Understanding sense of depth
- Practice analytical analysis skill
- Understanding the Design/Visual/Architectural languages
- Practice craftsmanship skill

**Given**

- 8" x 8" white card board paper to construct the base (1" height)
- white card board paper (the maximum height should not be higher than 3”)

**Schedule:**

Issue:  Friday 19/09/2018
Submit: Friday 26/09/2018 (12:30 PM)

**Evaluation**

1. Ability to express and communicate by using visual graphic
2. Craftsmanship (orderly and clean)
3. Punctuation of time